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"I guide and support women who struggle with overwhelm, self-
sabotage, and self-criticism, to expand their desire to feel centered
inner-calm, and inner-peace. This is all about Overcoming,
Restoring, and Becoming who You are meant to be.”  

Some information in this self-care guide is published in my eBook: Fast Track to Self-
Love.    
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I have found the most difficult part of
heART Journaling is getting started.
Making that first mark on your surface.
Whether it’s a notebook, a canvas, or an art
journal. It is tough. And I’ve heard it’s not
just me -others struggle with it also.
  
Here are a few tips for getting started: 

✔ Trust the Process – give yourself
permission to begin, it’s normal to be a
little scared when starting something new,
go easy on yourself (even if it’s not ‘new’ –
when we sit down to create- a lot of times
it's just plain ass hard to begin).  

✔ Let perfectionism go (I get it I’m a
recovering perfectionist, control freak).
Progress over Perfection. Let it go and
relax.  

✔ There are NO mistakes only happy little
accidents (Bob Ross’s words) 

✔ As you are practicing doodling,
watercolor, or journaling, whether it's 5
minutes or 30 minutes, honor your self-care
time and focus on yourself. No pets, kids,
grandkids, husbands, or electronics. No
distractions – this is your time. 

✔ On your first page – go ahead and choose
a few colors and randomly swish and swipe
the paint around. Paint a rainbow if you’d
like. Moving some paint around on the first
page helps make it easier to get started.
(I’ve included a supply list)  

✔ As you are practicing doodling, watercolor, or journaling, whether it's 5 minutes or 30 minutes, honor your self-care time and focus on yourself. No pets, kids, grandkids, husbands, or electronics. No distractions – this is your time.  On your first page – go ahead and choose a few colors and randomly swish
and swipe the paint around. Paint a rainbow if you’d like. Moving some paint around on the first page helps make it easier to get started. (I’ve included a supply list) 

GETTING STARTING - MAKING YOUR MARK

KEY #1 
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YOU ARE WORTH THE TIME

KEY #2
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True self-care and self-compassion are
‘Making the Choice' to build a life you don't
need to regularly escape from. 

Escaping or numbing also includes un-
needed shopping, gambling, gaming,
continually, mindlessly scrolling social
media (I'm guilty) .... the list goes on and on.
 
"Being well is a decision. Living well is the
bonus. Get the being right and the living
will follow." - Oprah 

Art has assisted me in healing. It can do the
same for you. That is why it is SO important
in making time for you. 

When it comes time for your self-care
moment and you’re not sure what you want
to spend time doing, grab you heART
journal and swish some magical colors of
paint on your pad – don’t overthink it 😊

 Have fun with it. Relax. (email me to get on
the waiting list for my monthly painting
membership program).



YOU ARE WORTH THE TIME

KEY #2 (CONT'D)
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IF this makes you uncomfortable, relax and know it’s okay to feel uncomfortable – I was
uncomfortable and I kept working at being uncomfortable while getting comfortable. It’s
a process. 

Look at this word: Impossible. Now, look at it: ‘I’m’possible. This dreaming is so possible for
you. Get started and if you have any questions email me kris@krisrudarmel.com 
Relax and have fun writing this. Grab yourself a drink, sit in a quiet space with a pen that
writes smoothly, and begin: 

mailto:kris@krisrudarmel.com


Studies show that expressing gratitude helps you maintain perspective and helps you
with being less likely to compare yourself to other people. 

After I write my gratitude’s, I re-read each one and feel the emotion behind it and
repeat Thank you twice. Be appreciative of each gratitude. Feel the appreciation in
your heart. 

When writing your 3 daily Gratitude’s be specific. For example – instead of writing “I
am grateful for my home” write “I am grateful for the roof over my head that keeps me
and my kids safe and ward.” This way you will feel more emotion and it will definitely
shift your mood and happiness level. 

Gratitude: the quality of being thankful; readiness to show appreciation for and to return
kindness. 

Oh, my word! Can I tell you how being Grateful has changed my life!! Seriously, if I can stay
in a thankful, gracious mode, during turbulent times, my life is so much happier and more
peaceful. 

“Any time we pause to really focus on gratitude, our vibrational frequency actually
increases to 540 megahertz. Gratitude is a very high vibrational state to be in and a very
high mood/energy to experience compared to other moods we have.” (Google) 

In addition to writing three gratitude’s, I sometimes write the five G’s; God, Gratitude,
Goal, Good, and Glitch. 

Be mindful of the effect of what writing Gratitude has had on your life.  

Take 2 minutes right now and write 3 Gratitude’s: 

1.

2.

3.

GRATITUDE AND MINDFULNESS JOURNALING

KEY #3
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GRATITUDE AND MINDFULNESS JOURNALING

KEY #3 (CONT'D)
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What is causing me to want to numb out? 
What emotion/feeling am I wanting to eat over? 
Evaluate your day, including the success and challenges, any changes you want to
make? 
Write about a concern or a decision you are facing or feeling that is surfacing.

Your breath – the physical sensations of breathing
Your body – in stillness or in movement
Your senses – such as hearing, seeing, and tasting
Your thoughts – which may include your emotions
Your experience – whatever arises in your awareness at this moment, including any of
the above. 
 

What is Mindfulness? Google says “the quality or state of being conscious or aware of
something. A mental state achieved by focusing one’s awareness on the present moment,
accepting one’s feelings, thoughts, and bodily sensations.  

If you struggle with being mindful around eating, drinking, shopping, scrolling on social
media, here are some journal prompts I used, that was helpful, in the addiction program:
 

1.
2.
3.

4.

Here is some great info I found in my book Mastering Mindfulness by Kim Davies:
“Mindfulness reminds us to be open to not knowing, to be comfortable with uncertainty. 
Another great reminder from this same book: “Observe your thoughts without getting
caught up in them can help you to realize that your thoughts do not define you.” 

When you’re working on a mindfulness practice (book: Mindfulness Tessa Watt) you may
use one or more of these as your focus: 

(In my Interactive eBook for sale I go into detail here about journaling methods I have
used and I share prompts for you to journal on).

I’ve mentioned a few times about putting yourself first. Let’s look at the other side of this -
When you put yourself second it leads to poor health, burnout, and low productivity
(many other things can also happen –think about what you struggle with when you put
yourself second). 

Everything you have or don’t have is a result of your belief in what is possible! 



GRATITUDE AND MINDFULNESS JOURNALING

KEY #3 (CONT'D)
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Where do I feel deprived? 

What is Mindfulness? Google says “the quality or state of being conscious or aware of
something. A mental state achieved by focusing one’s awareness on the present moment,
accepting one’s feelings, thoughts, and bodily sensations.  

Ask yourself: 

1.

    2. What am I missing/ missing out on? 

    3. Am I starving for something? 

I have shared a few of my favorite types of Mindfulness Journaling with some videos that I
created. They are free to access in my private FB group- you can join here: Confident,
Courageous Unstoppable Women.



SELF-CARE, SELF LOVE AND SELF-COMPASSION

KEY #4
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3 components we need to build a successful life and business 

This section has been a game-changer for me and the path I’ve taken to restore my heart,
soul, and spirit. Wow, it's powerful!! I know it’ll help you if you take action. 😊  
Self-care is the practice of taking action to preserve or improve one’s health. (dictionary)
Self-love is the regard for one’s well-being and happiness (dictionary) and 
Self-compassion is extending compassion to one’s self in instances of perceived inadequacy,
failure, or suffering. Self-compassion entails being warm towards oneself when
encountering pain and personal shortcomings rather than ignoring them or hurting oneself
with self-criticism. (dictionary)

We all know that self-care is about taking time for ourselves. I want to share how self-care is
also about letting go of our ‘stuff’ that hangs over us. When we sport these ‘masks’ they act
as a shield and just as if, we are carrying a big sack of rocks over our shoulder. They are
heavy burdens for us to carry and it is time to ditch them. 

Why am I sharing mask-wearing advice with you? Through self-awareness, we heal. With
awareness, it’s all about becoming further aware of the mask(s) you wear if any. 

The Busy Bee mask: we have NO free time. And if we DO have free time or quiet time, we
get nervous (me).  

The Comparison mask: we are always comparing ourselves to other women or
circumstances. If you catch yourself comparing it sometimes is because we are low in self-
confidence.

The Approval Seeker mask or the “I care what other ppl think and need to please them”
mask: everyone else’s needs seem to be more important than yours. 

The Victim Mask: you feel life is unfair and you blame and complain instead of being
responsible for your own actions. Apply a little more effort in changing your perspective. (I
share more about taking responsibility in my Mentoring program). 

Here are 3 Q’s to ask no matter what mask your wearing: 

Who do I wear my mask with?
 What is my biggest fear about discarding the mask? 
Why do I feel I am wearing the mask? 



SELF-CARE, SELF LOVE AND SELF-COMPASSION

KEY #4 (CONT'D)
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Write your story 30 days from now. Write as if it’s already happened. This helps with your
inner belief that you’re on the path of what you desire to happen. This is an incredible
opportunity to connect with your higher self and let things flow through. Feel into it –
embody that version of yourself. 

Let’s move onto self-love. I like to think of self-love as being the words we choose to say to
ourselves. It is also about learning how to treat ourselves with kindness- a lot of times we
treat others better than we treat ourselves. And of course, treating ourselves with kindness
is giving our soul, at least, 5 minutes of our time, daily. 

We need to really be aware of our self-talk. You can practice self-love by choosing your
words wisely. This means not listening to your mean girl voice or I call it the inner critic. Look
in the mirror, directly into your eyes, at least once a day- and say “I love you _____I love ______
about you.” (additional information on this in the eBook. 

I shared, above, about Self-compassion and extending it to ourselves in instances of
perceived inadequacy, failure, or suffering (gosh this was me I was in so much pain).

Here are 4 tools to help you increase your self-compassion 

1.

   2. To create your Comfort/Joy list; on the left side of the paper write ‘free ideas’ on the 
     right-hand side of the paper (divide the paper in half with 2 columns) you will write ’items  
     to purchase.’ So, on the left side, an example will be; blow bubbles, sit out in nature, etc. 
    
On the right-hand side you can write; pedicure, massage, etc. This Comfort/Joy list is a
lifesaver when you suddenly find you have 15 minutes to spend time on yourself and you are
not frantically thinking what you can do – you can pull out this paper and see the ideas that
are listed.

(additional information is in the eBook)

Seek inner success for yourself. You deserve it! Use your Power Statements/Affirmations.
Habits do not change through anything but repetition. Give yourself permission to hold
space for yourself. You are worth this! You deserve time for yourself. Be brave and in love
with you. Trust Yourself. Courageously and Unapologetically celebrate your successes and
your creativity. Science has shown that with repetition we can rewire our brain's
neuropathways.



I’ve mentioned that I’m an award-winning business owner. My first 8 awards (yes 8!) I was
embarrassed I didn’t feel worthy– my mean girl voice kept chanting “who are you to think
you deserve this” and other mean things … finally by the 9th award I was able to accept our
awards with grace and honor – I worked my tail off and it was time to own it. Dang, our
minds can truly deceive us if we let it. It can be very painful. 

When women learn to put their oxygen masks on first and nurture their strengths and gifts
their lives begin to heal. Whether you are finally putting yourself first, leaving that crazy
relationship, you struggle with an eating disorder or addictions, whatever it may be – the
tools I offer will help you create the masterplan to get you moving forward and designing
your best life.  

SELF-CARE, SELF LOVE AND SELF-COMPASSION

KEY #4 (CONT'D)
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Mechanical pencil https://amzn.to/3aOkZBL 

Black sharpie ultra-fine https://amzn.to/2NR8T1D 

Black Sharpie fine https://amzn.to/3aJFv6f 

Prima Watercolor (one of my faves) https://amzn.to/3qK4w6R 

Art journal I like and use this Canson brand 98 LB 5.5x8.5 https://amzn.to/3aHrMgb 

Brushes – https://amzn.to/2NRLQ6A 

Gelly roll white pen https://amzn.to/2ZFyGwf 

Fixative sealer – Decoart matte sealer https://amzn.to/3aHsw4X 

This first key is preparing you to begin creating your Art Journal. (K.I.S.S. Keep it simple
sister). I am so excited for you! I love looking through my art book and seeing all of my
colorful, fun doodled creations!

These are basic supplies to help get you started. Please do not feel that you have to buy any
supplies or new supplies. Use what you have on hand. For example, any watercolor set will
work. I shared this one below because it is one of my favorites. Add it to your wish list, if
needed. 😊 

I like to keep certain supplies that I enjoy using in my studio. In the beginning, I purchased
what I could afford. Please don’t pressure yourself into spending a ton of money on supplies.
As you continue creating you can add higher quality supplies. 

I’ve included my Amazon Affiliate link (you can shop there and support my work if you wish,
although no pressure). Hobby Lobby, Michaels, and JoAnn’s have coupons to purchase in
their stores also. 

SUPPLIES TO HAVE ON HAND
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✔ Kris Robison Rudarmel | Facebook  
✔ Kris Rudarmel Believe Awaken Transform | Facebook 
✔ Soul Flicker Online Art Studio @soulflickerartist  
✔ Courage Art Cards (rawblisswonder.com) ($23 per deck plus shipping) 
✔ FB private group for Women: Confident, Courageous, Unstoppable Women |
Facebook 
✔ Instagram: KrisRudarmel1 @krisrudarmel1 
✔ Linked In: Kris Rudarmel  
✔ My Story: krisrudarmel.com 

YOU CAN FIND ME HERE

LET'S CONNECT!



❖  Vision Board Instruction–I’ve been creating VB’s for over 11 years. I share all of my VB
success secrets on this video. It’s free. Located in my Facebook private group; Confident
Courageous Unstoppable Women 

❖  Mindfulness Journaling videos (free) I share the journaling techniques that I’ve had
success with These are located in my Facebook private group; Confident Courageous
Unstoppable Women
 
❖ Mentoring - I offer a 3 -3-month mentoring program (individual, not as a group) – if you
go to krisrudarmel.com under the Mentor tab I have a few questions. You can fill out the
questions and send them to me. We can set up a 20-minute Discovery Call to see if we are a
good fit for one another.  

❖ VIP Art/Mentoring Monthly Membership – Find details about this group on my website
krisrudarmel.com.  

 Three times per month, we will meet Live in a private FB group (I’ll also be using Zoom for
those of you with no FB). Each month’s projects will be added to the project vault. You’ll
have access to current projects and all of the past projects, indefinitely. This membership is
for you if you want to learn how to doodle, draw flowers, vines, and leaves. I will also share
my water coloring process with you.  

 Each month I will offer a traceable of my project so if you’re a little nervous you can trace
my art or feel free to doodle your own style of whatever we are creating.  

 Two times a month, there will be art instruction to create projects in our Art Journals. I
mention the type of art journal we will use, in my guide Fast Track to Self -Love,
Mindfulness and heART Journaling and my eBook Loving “You” No Matter What; Whole-
heARTed Self-Love Tools. 

 One time per month, there will be a Group Mentoring hour in Zoom. I’ll be sharing with
you the Success Principles I’ve used to gain clarity on my life direction, teach you how to
build a strong morning foundation, how I muster up the courage and bravery when I
experience fear and how I’ve stayed out of my comfort zone. I’ll also share how I’ve used the
Law of Attraction and other Universal Tools to stay out of my muck when life has dealt me
some gosh darn awful stuff! I’ll share what tools I’ve used to forgive myself and others. And
so many other tools.  

 You will continually learn and apply tools to help you stop ignoring yourself and begin
filling your cup first.  

MORE GREAT STUFF!
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 June 2021 is self-compassion month. The project will be Soul Truth Cards (see photo of
these on my website under the VIP Art/Mentoring Monthly Membership tab). What are
Soul Truth cards? These are self-love messages from our Inner-soul Truthteller, they help
re-wire our brain so we can experience inner-calm and inner-peace.

 July 2021 – December 2021 Each month’s project theme is listed on my website: VIP
Art/Mentoring Monthly Membership tab. 

 There will be occasional contests and speakers within the group  

 Each project will include a supply list with links to my Amazon affiliate links for speedy
purchases  

 Founding members price is $17 – only $17 until June 2nd, 2021 – pricing will then be $27
each month email me if you have questions kris@krisrudarmel.com 

 Our community is full of like-minded friends. We will learn and grow together 

 No painting experience needed. I help you overcome those limiting fears by teaching at
a doable pace 

 Each month you’ll have a personal Mentor – Me! �� I’ve been painting for 37 years and
focusing on my personal growth since 2003. I am a restored/transformed woman LOL (ask
my hubby of 37 years ��) 

What is the purpose/outcome of this membership? I have been told that I present in
raw/transparent form. I’m real, meaningful, and totally relatable. I combine my life
experience and my own stores with the soul-creative lessons I teach. I share my tools to
help you cultivate self-love, get unstuck from your muck, and own your worth. 

What I provide in this monthly membership are enjoyable activities to help women
become aware of what’s holding them back, help ing them to incorporate self-love, and
getting them to know their restored self on a deeper level. I will help you know what will
bring you the most joy, peace, and freedom – unshackle the courage and bravery to
remain committed and to reunite with your blessed soul. You’ll learn how to discern truth
from lies, stop giving in to your mean girl voice and leap forward into self-discovery.  

It takes a lot of bravery to be led by your Truth-teller and stop the self-sabotage, self-doubt,
and overwhelm. Working with me you’ll receive beautiful tools and skills to design your
best life. 

MORE CONT'D
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Why join?  

• Creating art will help to transition from serving everyone else in life to serving and
nurturing you. 

• You’ll find more meaning and purpose. 

• Through self-acceptance and forgiveness, you’ll be able to create easily and more
effectively. 

• You’ll learn to live a more hopeful, heartful life with less self-judgment. 

And lastly, you’ll learn to believe in yourself and experience inner peace and calm. 

MORE!
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MEET 
KRIS

HE
JOURNALING
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KRIS
Kris Rudarmel is an award-winning
entrepreneur, artist, speaker, and
knowledge seeker. She shares her
stories of adversity with fear, in
business, and in life, with vulnerability
and being awakened and restored,
and how she boldly built a company
to new levels and took risks to soar,
while being resilient.  

Along her journey, her belief in
herself, tenacity, courage,
determination, hope, and faith grew
exponentially. You will hear her
message of enlightenment and life-
changing principles for fearless living
that will assist and inspire others to
leap into their greatest potential. She
hopes to inspire and empower her
community to find their strength to
live bravely and courageously.  

Kris co-owns (with her husband,
Frank) Anchor Water Damage &
Restoration. They are an award-
winning 24/7 emergency flood
service, carpet cleaning, and mold
abatement company. 

HOW SHE BEGAN - 

They’ve been recognized with 19
awards (including Woman Business
Owner of the Year, 2 Best of States, 2
International Stevie awards and
Nationally as Top 3 Women in
Restoration). Kris has also created a
Women’s Empowerment Company
(krisrudarmel.com) and is the creator
of the Courage Art Card deck.  

Kris has been painting art for 36
years. She is a self-taught mixed-
media artist whose dream is to make
the world a better place. Kris
struggled with low self-worth, self-
sabotage, and fear throughout her
life. 
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Kris has served on the Granite
Technical Institute board for several
years. She also served on the
committee for Southwest Valley
Women in business, Chamber West
Women in Business, Board of
Directors for Chamber West,
NAWBO Board, and the Healthy
South Jordan Coalition. She
graduated from the Goldman Sachs
10,000 Small Business Program in
2013.  

Kris says, “I want to inspire you to
create from your heart, to follow that
spark within you- your level of
experience does NOT matter. We
ALL learn and grow as we travel the
pathway of resistance. It is time to
embrace your imperfection (I’m a
recovering perfectionist☺). 

It is time to be present and enjoy
your journey. Creating art brings me
into stillness. In stillness I find myself.
I find peace, clarity, and connection
with my real emotions. I believe art
provides many medicines that we
can experience on a regular basis if
we ‘trust the process.’” 

She has used The Power of Words to
heal her internal beliefs that kept her
stuck for over 35 years and now
teaches art classes to help others
heal.  

Kris is a Certified Jack Canfield Train
the Trainer Facilitator.  

She recently launched the “I Believe
in You” project’ geared towards 10–19-
year-olds.  

She speaks on:
 
✔ 8 Ways to be Unstoppable 
✔ Derailing your inner-critic 
✔ World Class Customer Service-
Building a Customer Community
That Buys and Refers  
✔ Successful Networking Tips  
✔ From Fear to Unstoppable 
✔ Self-care, Self-love & Self-
compassion; 3 components we need
to build a successful business & life  



THANK
YOU!

I want to inspire you to create
from your heart, to follow that

spark within you!


